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Emergency Call-Back Overtime 
 

This procedure will be used when responding to incidents or 
station coverage while off duty. (Incident generated overtime) 

 
 
For this procedure it will be the first qualified person(s) to call in.  You will receive an 
assignment and be compensated with overtime pay from that time forward, until you are 
relieved of your duties.  
 
In regards to this policy only: Any person(s) who responds while off duty and works 
eight (8) hours or more of overtime on an incident or covering a station, will not be 
moved on the overtime list.  
 
Back-filling of vacated SCFD stations: 
 
The purpose of this policy is to establish a means of automatically back-filling stations 
during multi-alarm or long time commitment incidents, therefore reducing our need to 
rely on Mutual Aid to staff our stations.  
 
The three (3) stations to be back filled will be stations 32, 34 and 36, depending on which 
station(s) have been left vacant.  For example; if stations 31, 32, and 33 are committed on 
an incident the coverage will be needed for station 32. Personnel who call in for the 
emergency coverage may need to pick up an engine from another station and proceed to 
the station in need of coverage.  
 
When it becomes apparent that back-filling will be required (i.e. multiple calls, multi-
alarms, on-scene report etc...) the lowest numbered station still in quarters will page out 
and text for the Emergency Call-Back Overtime. For example; Stanislaus 21, 72 and 23 
are committed to a working structure fire in station 31’s area. Station 34 will hire back 
(1) Captain and (1) Engineer and possibly (1) Firefighter to staff station 32 (if no Captain 
calls in immediately, you may use the first Acting Captain to call in). Do not wait for the 
Duty Chief in charge of the incident to call you to back-fill, as they will probably be to 
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busy commanding the incident. You will also need to contact dispatch and have them 
activate “Off duty paid tones”, for personnel to call in for assignment. 
 
If all stations are committed to an incident, the first off duty person to staff a station shall 
put out a page utilizing the “ALL CALL SCFD”, and text  for all off duty personnel able 
to come in, to call that station for assignment.  Page and text out once unless directed by 
the Duty Chief otherwise. 
 
The Duty Chief has the discretion to back-fill a station if the crew and/or equipment will 
be assigned to a single unit response for an extended period of time. He/she will notify 
the lowest numbered station in quarters to page out for the back-filling requirement. 
 
 
Minimum Call-Back Time: 
  
Personnel that respond to the Emergency Call Back request will be compensated a 
minimum of three (3) hours. This time begins when said person leaves his/her current 
location to respond to a station or incident scene. It is agreed that management has the 
right to keep those personnel for the entire three (3) hours or can release them early, but 
must be compensated for the entire three (3) hours. If the employee must leave prior to 
fulfilling the three (3) hour minimum, he/she must get the approval of the duty chief prior 
to vacating his/her position. In this instance the employee will only be compensated for 
actual time worked. 
 

 
 
Written by: Captain Rick Bussell 
 
 
Approved by:  _________________________  Date: October 8, 2009 
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